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Impactful
Development Programs

Global Pool of
Leadership Experts

Since 2016, we are offering a software paired with
a global pool of leadership experts to improve the
management of coaching, workshop & change. Our vision
is to make organisations more sustainable, healthy and
performant.
To realise this vision, a more holistic approach is needed.
It requires well-designed, customised and applicable
Development Programs to have an impact on individuals,
teams and the organisation.
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We are convinced that impactful
Development Programs require
5 key ingredients:
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Understanding Needs

Customised Programs

High Applicability

Targeted Expertise

Software Intergration

Understanding your status
quo, needs and challenges
by also interviewing your
people.

Taking time to co-create
program designs aligned
with your culture and
objectives.

High degree of
applicability through
real case studies and
experience-based
learning in small groups.

Experts with deep and
practical knowledge both
on HR and executive
level – that are precisely
matched to your target
groups.

Integration with a software
solution to organise and
scale the programs, assess
the impact and increase
accountability.
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Measurable results and
ongoing refinement
We provide you with our software to improve the
delivery of the programs and maximise their impact for
your people. Programs can be rolled out globally with
adjustments to local needs.
Digital management
The workflow to manage and deliver the programs is
completely digitised, end-to-end. Your people access
a customised corporate landing page and book their
programs easily through our software.
Quality assessment
HR can track all activities and their impact through a
comprehensive reporting. This includes an overview of
the booked sessions, impact assessments and optional
pulse checks.
Ongoing refinement
The software enables a direct exchange between your
people, HR and our facilitators. Based on the reporting
and their insights, we support you to refine the
programs by adapting them to your target groups and
sustainable trends.
Development Programs
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It always starts with
leading oneself

Leading the
organisation

We perceive development as an iterative and
incremental process that is embedded in the context
of the organisation, its culture as well as the peoples’
personal lives. The Development Programs are based on
a framework that puts the individual at the core before
moving to team and organisational development. Our
basic assumption is that personal and thereby leadership
development always starts with knowing and leading
oneself. Without leading oneself, you cannot lead others.

Leading
leaders

The next step is to extent the perspective by addressing
capabilities to know and lead others, followed by leading
leaders and the organisation. Each of the levels have
different challenges and requirements.
Knowing &
leading others

The framework helps to build a systematic understanding
of the different phases of leadership and team
development in the organisation. Working with the
framework results in a better understanding and
collaboration across people, hierarchies and organisations.
Knowing &
leading oneself
Development Programs
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Master your
transformation with our
Development Programs
Based on the framework, we have derived three
Development Programs that address the development
needs of different target groups. The aim is to develop
their required capabilities and support your organisation
accelerating your transformation. Besides basic learning
objectives such as communication, feedback, team
development and change, your people will increasingly
experience learning development in the new fields of
leading virtual teams, digital leadership but also agile and
creative ways of cooperation.

Development Programs

Developing Leaders
Support your leaders in three different phases of their
leadership journey along the leadership framework.

Developing Teams
Build healthy, well-functioning teams and increase their
performances to meet organisational objectives.

Developing Engagement
Align individuals and leaders with the purpose of your
organisation and increase engagement.
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Target Groups

Curriculum

Example Modules

Format

Developing Leaders

+ First time leaders
+ Leaders of leaders
+ Leaders of the
organisation

+ 6 team coaching &
workshop modules,
each 2 days
+ Optional 1:1 coachings

+ Knowing and leading
oneself /others
+ Leading virtual teams
+ Strategic thinking
+ Building communities
+ Agile organisations

+ Workshop
+ Team coaching
+ 1:1 coaching

Developing Teams

+ Teams on same level
+ Teams in different levels

+ 2 days initial workshop
+ 1 day follow-up workshop
+ Optional 1:1 coachings

+ Mindset with a continuous
will to outperform
+ Extreme focus
+ Relentless execution
+ Continuous and
constructive feedback

+ Workshop
+ Team coaching
+ 1:1 coaching

Developing Engagement

+ All individuals of the
organisation: Employees,
managers and executives

+ 2 days workshop
+ Optional 1:1 coachings

+ Introduction to purpose
+ Personal purpose
+ Transfer to organisation’s
purpose
+ Aligning personal and
organisational purpose

+ Workshop
+ 1:1 coaching

Development Programs
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Case study

Developing Leaders
International Technology Consulting company with offices in
more than 20 countries. The company has been working on
a cultural transformation for more than three years already.

Objective
+ Support cultural transformation and transformational
leadership philosophy with a comprehensive leadership
program and include different modules designed.
Procedure
+ Co-creation and delivery of a deep dive module on
development conversations with direct reports.
+ Synch with other modules in the overall program
+ Including 1:1 online coaching with participants on demand

Results
+ Leaders who participated in the classroom or virtual
module feel better prepared for upcoming development
conversations.
+ Leaders can rely on broader set of methods to design
development plans together with their direct reports.
+ HRD got more insight on what specific support leaders
need for the development process.

Development Programs
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Case study

Developing Teams
Former market leader with locations in GER, CN & Silicon
Valley. The company is undergoing a comprehensive
transformation including a reorganisation & staff reduction.

Objective
+ Accelerating the cultural transformation process
Procedure
+ Cascading process starting with Developing Teams
workshops for the board and their direct report. Followed
by a drill down of the workshop down to employee level
+ Short follow-up workshops, every 90 days
+ Coaching for managers and executives
Results
+ Establishment of a new feedback culture
+ Improvement of time to market in BU “Technology”
+ Improving HR’s internal customer orientation

Development Programs
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Experienced
facilitators

Ulli Geppert
Former CHRO, executive experience in marketing
and sales and Managing Director of a global
leadership consultancy.

Maryvonne Lorenzen
Former international experience as an executive
in marketing and customer relations – now Master
Certified Coach ICF.
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André Ribeiro
Developed several start-ups and was Director of
Communications and Investor Relations at a listed
media group – now Master Certified Coach ICF.

Claudia Salowski
Former Head of in HR function, lecturer, author and
coach for sustainable change

Ira Morris
Former Head of Leadership and Organisation
Development for a global biotech company – now
Leadership Advisor, Executive Coach and Team
Facilitator.
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About bettercoach
Our clients sum up to more than 500
companies and range from SMEs to large
multinationals: BDO, BASF, Capgemini,
Danone, DHL, Engie, Lanxess, Ottobock,
SIG Combibloc, Sopra Steria, Telekom.
They value our expertise, passion and care.

Development Programs

Our team consists of +25 people with a
passion for personal as well as organisational
development and IT. We are an agile,
independent team and deliver solutions
quickly with high standards. Our pool consists
of 800+ leadership experts globally.
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Contact
bettercoach.de GmbH
Käthe-Niederkirchner-Str. 33
10407 Berlin
GERMANY
info@bettercoach.io
+49 30 4401 3211
www.bettercoach.io
Managing Directors
Rouven Faasch, Markus Veith
Matthias Hüthmair
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